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Birdfy, one of the key players in the smart

bird feeder industry, made a significant

impact at The Biggest Week in American

Birding

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 23, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Birdfy, one of the

key players in the smart bird feeder

industry, made a significant impact at

The Biggest Week in American Birding,

a renowned event drawing bird

enthusiasts from across the globe to

northwest Ohio, celebrated as the

"Warbler Capital of the World." The

festival featured an array of engaging

activities, including bird identification

workshops, guided birding trips, and a

bustling marketplace.

Birdfy's presence at the event was

marked by dynamic engagement with

the birding community. Accompanied

by Birdfy's global consultant Stephen

Moss, the team actively participated in

birdwatching tours and interactive talk

sessions. Through these interactions,

Birdfy introduced attendees to the

concept of technology-driven birding, sparking genuine excitement and fostering connections

with bird enthusiasts of all levels.

At the heart of the festival, Birdfy showcased its innovative products in the bustling marketplace.

Attendees had the opportunity to explore Birdfy's smart bird feeders alongside a captivating

range of souvenirs. The Birdfy team brought along all their product offerings, including the

http://www.einpresswire.com


Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge

bestseller Birdfy Feeder, as well as the

eco-friendly options Birdfy Nest and

Birdfy Feeder Bamboo, which are

made of FSC-certified bamboo. These

products offer the possibility of

monitoring bird feeding, nesting, and

hatching processes. The new offerings

also include the Birdfy Hum Feeder,

equipped with dual cameras to

monitor both front and side

perspectives of hummingbirds,

providing the best view possible. The

all-in-one birding solution, Birdfy Pole,

was also showcased, allowing

customers to witness a smart birding

station. The highlight of the event was

a flash sale, resulting in a remarkable

sell-out of all Birdfy products and captivating the attention of every attendee.

In addition to showcasing its products, Birdfy also contributed to the festival's nightly lucky draw

event as proud sponsors of the Blackburnian Warbler. The Birdfy team donated a Birdfy Feeder,

a Birdfy Hum Feeder, a Birdfy Cam, and a Birdfy souvenir gift bag to support four rounds of lucky

draw. This generous donation of Birdfy products sparked considerable intrigue and enthusiasm

among attendees, further amplifying the brand's presence and impact.

Central to Birdfy's presence at the festival was the introduction of the Birdfy Fund project. This

initiative, allocating a portion of each sale, has raised over $200,000 to support charity and bird

conservation initiatives. Additionally, Birdfy forged a collaboration with marketplace vendor

Birdability, aiming to make birding accessible to all enthusiasts, reinforcing its dedication to

inclusivity and accessibility within the birding community. Furthermore, Birdfy seized the

opportunity to connect with industry leaders and organizations attending The Biggest Week.

Engaging in insightful discussions with prominent organizations such as the American Bird

Conservancy (ABC) and the American Birding Association (ABA), Birdfy showcased its

commitment to bird conservation efforts and established collaborative partnerships aimed at

fostering a sustainable relationship with nature.

The exhibition served as a vital platform for Birdfy to increase product visibility and engage with

attendees. Over 65% of attendees encountered smart bird feeders for the first time, with 70%

expressing keen interest in further exploration post-demonstration. Valuable feedback gathered

during the event will inform future product enhancements, reflecting Birdfy's commitment to

continuous innovation and customer satisfaction.

"Participating in the Biggest Week in American Birding fills us with immense pride and



excitement. It's an invaluable opportunity for Birdfy to not only showcase our innovative

products but also to fully immerse ourselves in the vibrant birding community. We're eagerly

anticipating the chance to continue sharing our deep-rooted passion for birdwatching and

contributing to nature conservation efforts. Together, we are poised to soar to new heights and

make a meaningful impact on both nature and society," expressed Prima, Birdfy's Marketing

Director. Birdfy's involvement in The Biggest Week in American Birding underscores our

unwavering dedication to integrating innovative technology with bird conservation efforts,

enriching the birding community's experience, and fostering a sustainable relationship with

nature. For media inquiries or further information, please contact press@birdfy.com.

Birdfy is a leading innovator in wildlife photography technology, dedicated to revolutionizing

birding experiences through cutting-edge solutions. With a steadfast commitment to

conservation and technological advancement, Birdfy empowers enthusiasts and professionals

alike in their pursuit of avian exploration. Visit birdfy.com for more information.
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